
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Victorian Canoe Sprint 
Championships  
In February 2019 two Point Leo athletes 
attended the State Canoe Sprint (kayak) 
Championships at the Nagambie Regatta 
Centre. Bella Ford and Nick Ford have 
paddled kayaks consistently throughout 
the 2018 winter to supplement their ski 
paddling with goals to achieve at a 
National level. The training paid off, 
with both athletes achieving some 
excellent individual and team-based 
results including:  
- Bella - 5 Gold Medals - K1 200m, K1 
500m, K2 200m, K2 500m, K2 1000m 
- Nick - 4 Silver Medals - K2 500m, K4 
500m, K2 200m, K4 200m 

Point Leo athletes, in conjunction with 
other Victorian ski paddlers under the 
VSSA program, have been hitting the 
kayaks HARD this winter upon the 
completion of Aussies. Paddling kayak 
is not only a lot of fun, it is also one of 
the best ways to improve your paddling 
technique and help achieve high-level 
goals in our sport! If you are interested 
in kayak paddling please contact Jon 
Ford.  

Bella Ford 

 

Gear Shed Roof  

 

Club Plumber John O’Donnell and his 
offsider fit the Gear Shed roof. 

The ancient and rusty steel roof of the 
Gear Shed is currently being replaced 
with new Colorbond Ultra pre-painted 
steel. 

Ultra has a thicker zinc coating than 
ordinary colorbond and a longer 
lifespan. 

Given that the original roof has lasted 
over forty years, we should be set for a 
good while. 

The roof is being funded by an 
Emergency Services Volunteer grant of 
$24,000 sourced by Mick Treadwell. 

The new roof will provide improved 
security for the gear shed and eliminate 
the water leaks. 

Some of the frame and all the spouting 
is being replaced and an additional 
skylight is to be added in the dark back 
corner. 

 
Andrew Gibson 

Point Leo SLSC 
PO Box 472, Point Leo VIC 3916 
Email: admin@pointleoslsc.com.au 
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Bella and Nick Ford competing in the State Canoe 
Sprint (kayak) 
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Australian Titles 1968/69 
Clifton Beach, Tasmania 
It is necessary to set the scene at Point 
Leo SLSC in season 1968/69, before 
detailing the club’s participation at the 
Aussies held in Tasmania. 

The club was in its 14th season since 
foundation on 1st April 1955.  Since 
1955, 253 members had gained their 
Bronze Medallion and in 1968/69 the 
Club had 98 Active members (54 Senior, 
31 Junior, the balance of 13 being 
Active Reserve, Cadet and 
Probationary). 

There were no female Active members 
and the Nipper movement had not yet 
commenced.  The first female Bronze 
Squad took place in December 1980 and 
Nippers commenced in 1981/82. 

The Annual Report revealed that 31st 
May 1969 the club had a surplus of 
assets over liabilities amounting to 
$81,690 and had $2,054 in the bank. 

So, fifty years ago the Club competed at 
the Australian Championships held at 
Clifton Beach on the outskirts of Hobart 
in Tasmania.  I am not certain as to how 
many members competed for the club 
but I do know that the end results were 
quite spectacular. 

Gold Medals   
Junior R&R – G Richardson, G 
Rydberg, R Cogger, J Buising, B 
Dennis, P Newman, G Waters (Coach). 
Junior Belt – G Richardson. 

Silver Medals  
Senior Boat – J Browning, P Boyce, R 
Stirling, G McKellar, R Murray 
(Sweep). 
Junior Surf Teams– G Richardson, D 
Flouch, B Dennis, G Rydberg. 

Bronze Medals  
Senior R&R – G John, G Tierney, G 
James, C Vash, H McKinnon, T Abbott, 
E Kidd (Coach) 

Total Medals - 24. 

The Australian Championships took 
place on the Sunday.  The previous day 
the Interstate Championships were held 
and that was won by the Victorian Team 
that included from Leo, Garry 
Richardson and Peter Francis.  On that 

day there was a National A Boat Race 
and that was won by the Point Leo crew 
named above. 

So, this was a spectacular effort by the 
Leo team – probably the best team result 
in the club’s 64 year history.  Those of 
you that have just returned from the 
recent Nationals that ran over 9 days 
will note that in 1968/69 it was over and 
done with in one day.  A lot more 
competitors, more age categories, female 
competitors and more events now, that is 
granted. 

Probably a major factor in the club’s 
success as a team at Clifton Beach was 
the quality of the leadership group – 
Alan Forster, Eddie Kidd, Ron Murray 
and Geoff Waters.  Alan was a co-
founder of the Club and highly admired 
in SLSA circles; Eddie, club captain 
from 1961 to 1967, coach of LSV teams 
on many occasions; Ron, Point Leo 
SLSC boat captain over 18 years; and 
Geoff one of the best R&R coaches in 
SLSA competition. 

I was unable to attend the 1968/69 Titles 
so to give this article some credibility I 
asked a few of the team member for 
their recollections. Hereunder are Eddie 
Kidd’s thoughts… 

Regarding your enquiry, I have had to 
scratch around a bit before replying, but 
a few thoughts about Clifton Beach 
Nationals eventually sprung to mind. 
The main thing that surprised me was 
the weather we experienced down there. 
We all took tracksuits, jackets, beanies 
etc. but in actual fact, most of the heavy 
stuff did not leave our hotel rooms. It 
was overcast each day as I recall, but the 
temperature was in the mid-twenties all 
the time. Clifton beach is a lovely stretch 
of sand and we had moderate waves 
each day - not massive, but enough to 
create interest. Just ask Bomber whose 
A crew won the National A Boat Final 
(which was removed from the program a 
few years later) on the Saturday and they 
also made the final of the Australian 
Championship the next day. They really 
"struck a purple patch" because they led 
around the buoys but about two thirds of 
the way in, broached on a medium size 
wave but straightened up and finished a 
gallant second to the mighty Ballina 
Lighthouse (NSW) crew who won 3 

Titles in a row. It was a superb effort 
and I really believe that year was the 
start of a golden era for Point Leo when 
you reflect on the results you 
highlighted. 

Our Senior R and R team had finished .7 
seconds behind Kirra the year before at 
Elloura in Sydney but we lost George 
Dummett who was "pound for pound" 
the best surf swimmer amongst the 
many great ones that Point Leo has 
produced, Gabby Ward and Colin Shugg 
aka Goldfinger. It meant we had 3 new 
members being Steve Vash, Junior 
McKinnon and Tim Abbott. It was a 
great learning experience for them but 
we slipped to third place and the Bronze 
Medal. Still a great effort by a relatively 
inexperienced group who finished 
behind North Cronulla and Leighton 
Beach (WA).  

Under the guidance of Alan Forster, one 
of the Club's co-founders, the team all 
stayed in the one hotel and there was a 
genuine affection for the Club and 
between all the competitors which led to 
so much success over the next decade or 
so. The juniors that came through at that 
time became some of the best 
performers in competition and much 
admired by other clubs. 

Something that also impressed me at 
that time was the dedication and team 
spirit shown by Gary Tierney who 
became a stalwart of our Club and I had 
the good fortune to be involved with him 
in numerous State Teams and two Tours 
to California. 

One interesting sidelight was the 
performance of Queensland clubs who 
came away from the Carnival with one 
Gold Medal only - the Pillow Fight 
which was always a novelty event and 
was rightfully dropped within a year or 
so. But that Championship really 
reverberated up North and the 
Queensland State Centre vowed that 
they would never ever be disgraced like 
that again. Since then they restructured 
their performance program to become 
the powerhouses that they and NSW are 
now. 

Ron “Bomber” Murray’s thoughts have 
been well documented over the years 
since 1968/69.  He rates his Senior boat 
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crew as the best that has represented the 
Club in it’s rowing history and the 
results, not only in that year, but also 
after it prove that.  Ron had planned a 
six month training program with the 
objective of peaking at the Australian 
Title weekend. 

Additionally, the Club had purchased a 
new boat in that year. It was built by 
Humphreys, a highly regarded boat 
builder based in Swansea and it was 
built to specifications laid down by Ron 
and involved many hours of consultation 
between Ron and Humphreys. 

Ron notes that the club took delivery of 
the new boat about 2 weeks prior to the 
Aussies at Clifton Beach and in fact the 
craft had not been fully paid for at that 
stage.  The boat named “The Trump” 
after the owner of the Flinders Hotel at 
the time now sits proudly in the ceiling 
of the clubhouse at Point Leo. The 
owner of the hotel affectionally known 
as Tommy Trump assisted with the 
purchase of the boat. 

Also, there were about 90 boats entered 
for the titles. 15 heats of 6 boats, with 2 
going through; another round of 5 heats 
with 10 crews remaining; 2 semis and a 
final of 6 crews.  That is a tough day for 
the competing crews, particularly tough 
for the 60 odd crews who had travelled a 
great distance for only one row. 

What a wonderful result for a Club that 
was making its name in surf swimming.  
In fact, it was in this period that Point 
Leo SLSC was rated in the top 2 or 3 
clubs in swimming in the SLSA 
competition field.  And why not?  With 
names like Garry Richardson, Peter 
Francis, Damien Flouch who all 
represented Australia in International 
carnivals, the likes of Garry Rydberg, 
Gary Tierney, Frank Christian, Geoff 
James plus coaches Eddie Kidd and 
Geoff Waters the Club did stand out on 
its own. 

 
John Horwood 

 
 
 
 

The Magnificent U/13s 
The 2018/19 season was thoroughly 
embraced by our enthusiastic Under 13 
cohort. 

Led by AGMs Nick Woods and Sam 
Hunt, our Under 13s have always loved 
being involved in nippers and other club 
activities on offer. This season they 
continued participating with the same 
incredible passion and enthusiasm. 

The Disabled Surfers Association held at 
Point Leo on January 26th was 
enthusiastically attended by the Under 
13s.  Seven of the boys offered support 
and encouragement on the day and the 
feedback from organisers was 
overwhelmingly positive. Our Under 13s 
proudly represented the club and 
astounded people with their genuine 
passion and commitment at such a 
young age.  

Thank you, Under 13s, you are great 
role models. 

Under 13 Competition Team 

The Under 13s made the most of their 
last season participating in the LSV 
Junior carnivals before they progress to 
the LSV Youth/Senior carnivals next 
season. 

A total of 16 girls and boys attended 
Junior carnivals throughout the season 
concluding at the Junior State 
Championships in March at Lorne with 
some great individual and team 
achievements. They also showcased 
some great nipper skills both on the 
beach and in the water.  

However, the weekend was much more 
than winning medals. They 
demonstrated their emerging leadership 
qualities by participating proudly in the 
Point Leo March Past team and by 
leading and supporting our younger 
nipper age groups - very loudly. 

And of course, it is always fun to hang 
out with your lifesaving friends! 

GO TEAM LEO! 

U/13 Development Camp 

The opportunity to be involved in the 
LSV Under 13 Leadership Development 
Camp translated into seven Under 13s 
nominating and being successfully 
accepted by LSV to attend the March 
camp at YMCA Lake Dewar (just past 
Bacchus Marsh). 

The club had not seen such enthusiasm 
for the LSV camp in a long time and it 
was wonderful to have so many be able 
to attend thanks to the support from the 
club and LSV. 

Archie Ralton, Matilda Hunt, Matthew 
Callaghan, Sienna Dawes, Cassandra 

Disabled Surfing Day 

U/13 Development Camp 
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Merrigan, Henry Laussen, Charlotte 
Macaulay were part of the 61 amazing 
youth members attending across 23 
clubs.  

This is the largest U13 camp that LSV 
had ever delivered! They were split 
across five groups and each group was 
led by LSV volunteer leaders. This gave 
them the perfect chance to meet nippers 
from other clubs. 

U/13 Development Camp 

The U13 Camp was a great opportunity 
for youth members to develop their 
interpersonal skills, broaden their 
understanding of lifesaving and support 
each other as they progress through their 
lifesaving journey. 

The variety of activities on offer kept 
them busy!  They were involved in 
numerous activities across the weekend, 
these included: Leadership Tunnelling 
System, Raft Building, Initiatives Trail, 
First Aid Scenarios, Lifesaving 
Pathways, the Lake Dewar Amazing 
Race… plus more.  

So, what did our Under 13s think of the 
camp? Here are some highlights… 

 

U/13’s highlights from the Development 
Camp 

Henry - ‘Raft building, because you had 
to work as a team and we finally got 
wet’. 

Charlotte – ‘Group log activity where 
we had to balance as a group. I had a 
blood nose for the last minute and was 
able to get tissues and balance, so I 
didn’t let the team down. I am really 
proud of that’. 

Cassie - ‘Raft building!’ 

Matthew – ‘Meeting new nippers from 
other clubs and working through 
different challenges. 

Archie – ‘Raft building, because it 
involved bringing our team’s thoughts 
and ideas together plus we got to go into 
the water’. 

Siena – ‘Learning more about the 
importance of surf lifesaving and how 
(before you do anything) you need to 
take the time to plan what you’re about 
to do. I also really enjoyed meeting new 
people and having a go at the activities’. 

Tilley – ‘Definitely swimming in the 
lake with my new friends, as well as 
hanging out with the girls in my room at 
night time. I loved going on this camp 
and I’m so grateful that Point Leo gave 
me the opportunity to do so’.  

Sarah-Jo Mason 

Reflections on Aussies  
As many of you might not be aware, this 
year was my first year competing at the 
Australian Titles.  
I had an amazing experience in some 
very trying conditions.  I learnt a lot 
about myself and how much more I can 
improve. In a more intense competitive 
environment, I got to know more about 
my team members and fellow 
competitors than I would at any day-to-
day carnivals in Victoria.  
I started my lifesaving journey at nippers 
in under 7s, I was generally the small 
kid who hated the water. Through my 
involvement in the surf club I have come 
to love the surf and look forward to 
many more Aussies. 

Riley Williams  
 

This year, Aussies was held at 
Broadbeach in Queensland. It faced me 

with a lot of challenges due to massive 
surf and the relocation of the female 
competition to North Kirra Beach.  

Some of my personal highlights 
included finishing alongside Georgia 
Miller in the open board heats in huge 
surf and making U/19 Taplin final with 
my friends. My best moment was 
finishing 7th in the U/17 ski final after 
all the hard work that was put in. The Pt 
Leo competition team was awesome to 
be a part of. Everyone really supported 
and encouraged each other, and it was a 
great team environment. The things I 
will take away from my Aussie 
experience this year is to come prepared, 
expect the unexpected as things can 
change so quickly and take every 
opportunity as it is such an amazing 
experience.  

Massive thanks to the competitors, 
organisers, coaches and parents for 
making Aussies such an enjoyable time. 
Bring on 2020.  

Bella Austin 

Life After Nippers 
One of our cadets has been busy 
embracing club activities after being 
involved in nippers since he was 7 years 
old, “graduating” in 2017/18 season.  

The smiling face of Jasper Romari (one 
of our Junior Club Captains for the 
2017/18 season) popped up everywhere 

last summer…let’s track his 
movements... 

Graduating from the Point Leo nippers 
program last season was both exciting 
and a little nerve racking…. What was I 
going to do all summer? How was I 
going to catch up with my friends?  Well 
I shouldn’t have worried at all… I was 
SOOO busy! 

Jasper Romari at the U/15 Leadership Camp 
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Sarah-Jo Mason, Nipper Coordinator 
said I would always be welcomed back 
to help with the nipper program. 
Charged with my SRC qualification, she 
said I had lots of skills and plenty of 
experience on the sand and in the surf – 
so I would be great!  That made me feel 
wanted and appreciated.  

I have always loved doing water safety 
with the younger nippers and now I was 
given the responsibility of helping with 
the flag and sprint rotations with a 
couple of my friends. I was given some 
training and information and it was 
great to pass on my knowledge to the 
younger nippers. Those younger nippers 
have so much energy! …. And yes, I had 
lots of fun! 

I also decided to participate in a couple 
of LSV Youth Carnivals in the under 15 
age group. There were a number of the 
same events as in Juniors, but also some 
great new events to learn and lots of 
team events too! Youth/Senior Carnivals 
are run a bit differently to the Junior 
Carnivals, however I decided to give it a 
go and with the guidance of Iris Cassell-
Ashton ( Senior Competition Team 

Manager) and Jon Ford (Senior Coach), 
we gathered an under 15 team together 
and ended up competing in the Youth 
State Junior Surf Lifesaving Carnival at 
Warrnambool. We had lots of success 
within the Senior group and had the 
chance to hang out with friends from 
other clubs. It was a great introduction 
to the senior program and I also had the 
opportunity to train with the seniors in 
preparation for the carnivals. 

Patrolling was so much fun. Plenty of 
opportunities to catch up with mates and 
understand the importance of patrolling 
towards keeping our Point Leo beach 
safe. My patrol captain was amazing - 
thanks James Paton! 

At the end of the season I had the 
opportunity to again be involved in an 
LSV camp. This time it was the Under 15 
LSV Leadership Development Camp 
held in May at the YMCA Camp 
Manyung in Mt Eliza. Thanks Point Leo 
for endorsing me to attend. 

It was a fantastic camp with 48 people 
attending from across 28 clubs. This is 
the largest U15 camp they have had! We 
were split across four groups which 

were led by LSV volunteer leaders, who 
all gave up their weekend to assist us. 

The U15 LSV Leadership Development 
Camp was a great opportunity for me to 
develop my leadership, interpersonal 
and teamwork skills, whilst broaden my 
understanding of lifesaving.  We were 
involved in numerous activities and 
workshops across the weekend, these 
included - tree top adventure, initiatives 
trail, crate climb, leadership workshop, 
lifesaving opportunities workshop and a 
race around Manyung, plus more.  

I never knew how many opportunities 
were available in surf lifesaving at Point 
Leo. Nippers has given me so many 
great skills as a base to build on and the 
club also gives me so many chances to 
continue to be involved. I can’t wait 
until I can do my Bronze, IRB Crew 
Course and Spinal Management Course 
in the coming years - and participate 
even more! 

What a hectic summer! 

Jasper Romari 

 

As always, many thanks to our wonderful sponsors: 

Vantage Fuels / Bowser Bean 

Mornington Prime Cuts 

Balnarring and District Community Bank Branch of Bendigo Bank 

Australian College of Dermatologists 

Burnley Brewing 

Paton Estate Agents Ltd 
 


